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This paper presents some of these initiatives, from JCAB perspective, highlighting 

particularly the initiatives along with the major air traffic flows (MTFs) relating to 

Fukuoka FIR 

 

Strategic Objectives: 

A: Safety – Enhance global civil aviation safety 

C: Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development of Air Transport – 

Foster harmonized and economically viable development of international civil 

aviation that does not unduly harm the environment 
 

Global Plan Initiatives:  

GPI-5  RNAV and RNP (Performance-based navigation) 
GPI-6  Air traffic flow management 
GPI-7  Dynamic and flexible ATS route management 
GPI-8  Collaborative airspace design and management 
GPI-12  Functional integration of ground systems with airborne systems 
GPI-17  Data link applications 

GPI-21  Navigation systems 

GPI-22  Communication infrastructure 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 In parallel with the formulation of its long-term vision for the future air traffic 

systems “Collaborative Actions for Renovation of Air Traffic Systems” (CARATS), Japan Civil 

Aviation Bureau (JCAB) has been working several bi-lateral and multi-lateral 

coordination/cooperation initiatives for improvements of current ATM environments in Fukuoka FIR.  

 

1.2 This paper introduces some of these initiatives, from JCAB perspective, highlighting 

particularly the initiatives along the major air traffic flows (MTFs) relating to Fukuoka FIR including: 

 AR2  Japan - Australia/New Zealand; 

         AR3  Japan - Europe via north of Himalayas; 

 AR5  Japan - North America via the Russian Far East  

  AR6  Japan - North America via the Central and North Pacific; and 

  AR9  Japan - South-East Asia. 
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2. DISCUSSION 

 

2.1 AR2: This MTF basically covers operations over the ocean involving such as 

Oakland FIR, Port Moresby FIR and Brisbane FIR. Regarding the seamless ATM operation between 

Fukuoka FIR and Oakland FIR, CPDLC is available to support direct pilot-controller communication 

(DCPC), or HF voice otherwise for Communication. RNP10 is the basic requirement for Navigation 

within Fukuoka FIR. ADS-C is available for Surveillance. User Preferred Routes are also available 

between RJAA and major airports in Oceania. JCAB deploys Air Traffic Management Center in 

Fukuoka and the oceanic control function is consolidated there. Horizontal separation minima applied 

are 30 nm longitudinal and 30 nm lateral (30/30) for aircraft with RNP4 based on ADS-C/CPDLC on 

a trial basis. Bi-lateral coordination relating to this MTF includes the Informal Pacific ATC 

Coordinating Group (IPACG) where JCAB and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) meet 

twice a year. JCAB attends Informal South Pacific ATC Coordinating Group (ISPACG) as an 

observer. Possible future ATM improvements relating to AR2 may include expansion of UPRs. 

 

2.2 AR3: One of the major markets for airlines of Japan as well as of Europe is the 

services between Japan and Europe, which operates from Japan via Khabarovsk and other FIRs in 

Russian Federation to the destinations in Europe. Beyond Fukuoka FIR, this traffic flow is within the 

airspace of the ICAO EUR Region and so may be outside the scope of the APSAPG. However, AR3 

may be related to the flow between Japan and Republic of Korea (ROK), as well as Japan and China. 

From the perspective of Fukuoka FIR, this traffic flow is identical to the flows connecting major 

airports such as Narita, Kansai, Incheon, Beijing and Shanghai airports. The segment within Fukuoka 

FIR and adjacent FIRs are available VHF voice communication and radar service, therefore, radar 

hand-off is conducted between FIRs. In addition, the routes over Japanese domestic area are 

structured with PBN (RNAV5 above FL290). Bi-lateral coordination relating to this MTF includes the 

Informal ATC Coordinating Group where JCAB and the Air Traffic Management Bureau (ATMB) of 

China meet once a year to discuss ATC operational issues. JCAB meets with the ATMB under the 

framework of the Informal Coordinating Group for Future Air Traffic Systems once a year to discuss 

harmonization of future air traffic systems between the two Bureaus. Also, there are two working 

groups between JCAB and the Korea Office of Civil Aviation (KOCA). They are ATC Operations 

Working Group and CNS/ATM Working Group both of which are held regularly. Some of the 

achievements are reducing radar hand-off minimum separation between ACCs, and AIDC connection 

between Incheon ACC and Fukuoka/Tokyo ACCs. 

 

2.3 AR5: This MTF is also related to the coordination between Japan and Russian 

Federation where may be outside of APSAPG. However, Japan and Russian Federation have a 

bilateral framework as well as multilateral framework to discuss ATC issues for operational 

improvements. 

 

2.4 AR6: This MTF basically covers operations over the ocean involving Oakland FIR 

and Anchorage FIR. CPDLC is available to support direct controller-pilot communication (DCPC) or 

HF voice otherwise for Communication. RNP10 is the requirement for Navigation. ADS-C is 

available for Surveillance. This MTF is within the Pacific Organized Track System (PACOTS) which 

tracks are generated daily by JCAB and the FAA reflecting the wind and other conditions. User 

Preferred Routes (UPRs) are also available on some of the city pairs. Horizontal separation minima of 

30/30 are available between RNP 4 aircraft with ADS-C/CPDLC, which enables seamless transition 

beyond FIR between Fukuoka FIR and Oakland FIR. DARPs trial operation is conducted from 

Hawaii to Japan. Bi-lateral coordination relating to this MTF also includes the IPACG. Possible future 

ATM improvements relating to AR6 may include expansion of DARPs and ADS-C CDP (Climb 

Descend Procedure). 

 

2.5 AR9: Another major airline market pertaining to Fukuoka FIR is the services between 

Japan and the South-East Asia. This traffic flow involves Fukuoka, Taipei, Hong Kong and other 

FIRs in the South-East Asia, or Fukuoka, Manila and beyond. The segment within Fukuoka FIR is 
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mostly within the coverage of VHF voice, RNAV5 and radar, but some portion airspace adjacent to 

Mania FIR are outside these coverage and “oceanic” type operation is conducted. For AR9, the 

coordination relating to this MTF includes multi-lateral forums such as the Informal East Asia Air 

Traffic Management Coordination Group (EATMCG) and of course the APANPIRG and its sub-

groups. Possible future ATM improvements relating to AR9 relating to Fukuoka FIR may include 

AIDC connection between Fukuoka FIR and Taipei FIR. 

 

2.6 The MTFs relating to Fukuoka FIR are briefly introduced above with JCAB’s 

observation on how the ATM improvements have been achieved so far and what are possible future 

improvements to better serve these traffic flows. The APSAPG should consider the effectiveness of 

these existing forum as one of the initiatives for the harmonization of future air traffic systems along 

the MTFs.  

 

 

3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

 

3.1 The meeting is invited to:  

 

a) note the information contained in this paper; and 

 

b) review activities at various bi-lateral and multi-lateral forums such as those 

described in this paper to make sure these activities are duly reflected in the 

work of APSAPG, and vice versa.  
 

 

…………………………. 
 

 

 


